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At the beginning was a graph. . .

� Space is modelled in terms of a graph (or a quasi-discrete closure
space)1. .

� Properties are mainly based on forms of reachability:

“can reach the exit, and a start area, without crossing walls”

� In this context an edge describes proximity without any info about
distance.
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. . . then we considered. . .

To take into account quatitative aspects of a space (distance) we extended
our approach to weighted graphs evolving in time:
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Figure 3: Discrete space: (1) no aggregation, discrete state; (2) no aggregation, continuous state; (3)
aggregation of state, possible aggregation of space, discrete state (4) aggregation of state, possible
aggregation of space, continuous state

top of the token. Note that the four diagrams in Figure 3 represent four single points in time and do
not show change over time (and similarly for subsequent diagrams). For two-dimensional and three-
dimensional space, the best visualisation method for change over time is video. For one-dimensional
space, a graph with two axes can be used.

Regular space models in this category have a regular pattern of locations [DL94a, DL94b]. For
example, the locations could be laid out in the rectangular grid, or a hexagonal tiling. The locations
that represent space can be placed at the nodes of the regular graphs or in the spaces (faces) created
by the regular graph as shown in Figure 4(1). Some models only allow one individual in each location,
such as interacting particle systems (IPSs) [DL94b] and cellular automata (CA) [Ila01], but others
may allow multiple individuals. There is no aggregation of individuals. In Section 3, regular space
will be formally defined.

Discrete space, no aggregation, continuous state: These techniques di↵er from those above
in the fact that the state is continuous. This is indicated by a solid token where the height indicates
the value of a single continuous state. This is an inherently continuous value rather than the notion
of approximation by continuous values described earlier in this section. This could be viewed as
a measurement such as strength of radio signal or length of battery life. In Figure 3(2), there is
an assumption of at most one individual per node, and two values associated with that individual.
Di↵erent colours have been used in the diagram to make it clear that the values are continuous.

The major di↵erence between this category and the previous one when regular space is considered is
the fact that instead of having discrete states, there is one or more non-negative real values associated
with each individual as shown in Figure 4(1).

Discrete space, aggregation, discrete state: These techniques di↵er from those in the first
category above in the fact that there is aggregation [MP12]. This means that instead of each individual
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Spatio-temporal signals can be generated via standard simulation
algorithms. Their properties verified via monitoring algorithm and
statistical model-checking2.
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To take into account quatitative aspects of a space (distance) we extended
our approach to weighted graphs evolving in time:
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Figure 3: Discrete space: (1) no aggregation, discrete state; (2) no aggregation, continuous state; (3)
aggregation of state, possible aggregation of space, discrete state (4) aggregation of state, possible
aggregation of space, continuous state

top of the token. Note that the four diagrams in Figure 3 represent four single points in time and do
not show change over time (and similarly for subsequent diagrams). For two-dimensional and three-
dimensional space, the best visualisation method for change over time is video. For one-dimensional
space, a graph with two axes can be used.

Regular space models in this category have a regular pattern of locations [DL94a, DL94b]. For
example, the locations could be laid out in the rectangular grid, or a hexagonal tiling. The locations
that represent space can be placed at the nodes of the regular graphs or in the spaces (faces) created
by the regular graph as shown in Figure 4(1). Some models only allow one individual in each location,
such as interacting particle systems (IPSs) [DL94b] and cellular automata (CA) [Ila01], but others
may allow multiple individuals. There is no aggregation of individuals. In Section 3, regular space
will be formally defined.

Discrete space, no aggregation, continuous state: These techniques di↵er from those above
in the fact that the state is continuous. This is indicated by a solid token where the height indicates
the value of a single continuous state. This is an inherently continuous value rather than the notion
of approximation by continuous values described earlier in this section. This could be viewed as
a measurement such as strength of radio signal or length of battery life. In Figure 3(2), there is
an assumption of at most one individual per node, and two values associated with that individual.
Di↵erent colours have been used in the diagram to make it clear that the values are continuous.

The major di↵erence between this category and the previous one when regular space is considered is
the fact that instead of having discrete states, there is one or more non-negative real values associated
with each individual as shown in Figure 4(1).

Discrete space, aggregation, discrete state: These techniques di↵er from those in the first
category above in the fact that there is aggregation [MP12]. This means that instead of each individual
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Spatio-temporal signals can be generated via standard simulation
algorithms. Their properties verified via monitoring algorithm and
statistical model-checking2.
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Open questions. . .

� Q1: Are graphs the right formalism to describe the space?

� Graph works well when we consider a tiled space.
� Edges often are used to model logical relations, no correlation with

physical space.

� Q2: Can we restrict our attention to specific classes of graphs?

� complete graphs (with triangular distances);
� grids (for images).

� Q3: How can we model different kinds of relations (not only binary)?

� Q5: How can we tame the state-space explosion?
� Q6: How can we synthesise a graph from a set of observations?

. . . in particular when we consider a network of moving agents!

� Q7: There is another mathematical model that allows us to combine
expressivity and computational tractability?
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